Abstract. In this communication we study in detail the relations between the smoothness of/ and -s/f in the case when the smoothness of the univariate non-negative functions / is measured via Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin space scales. The results obtained can be considered also as embedding theorems for usual Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces and their analogues in Hellinger metric. These results can be used in constrained approximation using wavelets, with applications to probability density estimation in speech recognition, non-negative non-parametric regression-function estimation in positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging, shape/order-preserving and/or one-sided approximation and many others.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelets have remarkable approximation properties, but the very essence of the construction of orthogonal or biorthogonal scaling functions and mother wavelets prevents the wavelet approximants from retaining certain shape-preserving properties such as positivity, monotonicity, k-monotonicity, one-sidedness of the approximation, etc. Wavelet approximation does not obey 'per se' also isoperimetric constraints such as preserving the value of their integral and higher-order moments. On the other hand, many engineering problems where wavelets find applications require preservation of some of the afore-mentioned types of constraints. One example is probability density estimation for speech recognition where the approximation is desirable to be a density itself, i.e., to be non-negative and to have integral equal to one. Another example is non-negative non-parametric regression-function estimation in positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging. In [1, 2] shape-preserving statistical density estimators were proposed by considering A/7 G L2, where f &L\ is an unknown density. For this approach, optimal estimation rates of the risk were obtained under the assumptions that ^/f belongs, more specifically, to certain function spaces with additional smoothness, continuously embedded in L2. Since usually information is available about the smoothness of / itself, this required the study of the relations between the smoothness of / and ^/f. In this communication we study in detail these relations in the case when the smoothness of / is measured via Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin space scales. The results obtained can be considered also as embedding theorems for usual Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces and their analogues in Hellinger metric. The importance of this research topic was emphasized in [3, Subsection 8.1] .
In this paper we consider only the univariate case. All functions considered are realvalued.
The organization of the paper is as follows.
In the next (second) section, we give an exposition of the main results, which we classify into direct estimates of functional depending on / by respective functional depending on ^/f and inverse estimates, where the role of / and ^/J is reversed. In the first subsection these functional are wavelet coefficients. In the second subsection they are Sobolev norms with variable metric indices and fixed constant integer smoothness index. In the third subsection, the variability of the metric and smoothness indices is reversed: the considered functional are (quasi-)norms of Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces with fixed metric index and variable, possibly fractional, smoothness indices. In the concluding fourth subsection we consider interpolation of the estimates from the previous subsections by the real and complex interpolation method, to obtain new, more general, direct and inverse results.
The next (third) section contains all proofs. Some concluding remarks are given in the last (fourth) section.
MAIN RESULTS
Relations between the inner-product wavelet coefficients of/ and v{7
In [4] asymptotic minimax rates of statistical estimation of distribution density/were studied by using a wavelet approximation which does not preserve two important properties of the density /: the property that / > 0 on its definition domain, and the fact that the integral of/ over the whole definition domain is 1. The definition domain considered was M", n= 1,2,... and the minimax rates were in terms of functional norms of /, obtained by measuring the size of the wavelet coefficients of / in appropriate weighted sequence spaces. In [1, 2] , for n = 1, were considered different wavelet approximations of the density of / that preserve its non-negativity and equality of the integral to 1. Moreover, in [1] it was also proved that the statistical estimator based on the new positivity-and integral-preserving wavelet approximation, also achieves certain assymptotically minimax rates. However, these rates were in terms of functional norms obtained by measuring the size of the wavelet coefficients of A//, rather than the ones of/. Thus the problem of comparing the wavelet coefficients of/ and v7 arose, and in this subsection we derive some simple but useful results about this comparison.
As customary in wavelet analysis, for a function cp defined on M we consider the functions cpj^k as follows.
The normalization 22 is chosen so that if ||^||2 = 1,then also ||^y,i||2= 1 (II'lb denoting i>2-norm). In wavelet multiresolution analysis two different types of functions cpj^k are considered: scaling functions (father wavelets), with integral equal to 1, and (mother) wavelets, with integral equal to 0. Moreover, in most wavelet-related applications the functions q)j^k form an orthonormal or biorthonormal basis (paired with another similar basis) of i>2(]R)-Here we shall consider the problem of comparing the wavelet coefficients of/ and A// in bigger generality, thus including other possible non-biorthogonal wavelet constructions as considered, e.g., in [5, 6] . We shall not be making assumptions about orthonormality or biorthogonality, but we shall assume that cp is compactly supported and bounded on its support.
Lemma 1. Fix J,hand let h = (pj^^ consider h+
= max(/i,0), /i_ = -min(0,/i) (so that h+,h^ > 0 andh = h+ -h^).
Assume that f is an (almost everywhere) non-negative and (essentially) bounded integrable function on M, i.e., /G Li(R)r\L^{(R)). Assume also that the wavelet coefficients {f,(pj^k) = .fRf{x)(Pj,k{x)dx are hard-thresholded with the value d > 0 (d = dj^ij, so that either | (/, cpj;^) \>d or (/, cpj;^) = 0.
Then there exist constants of equivalence 0 < ci < C2 < °°, 0 < C3 < C4 < 0°, where C2 and C4 are absolute constants, and c\ and cj, depend on d and/or \\f\\^, so that
Ci{{f,h+f + {f,h-f)< {f,hf <C2{{f,h+f + {f,h-f) and
This lemma can be used to obtain direct and inverse results for comparison between |(/,/i)| and |(V7J^)|. as follows. 
Proposition 1 (Direct results). Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, \{f.h)\<cs\{^f.h where 0 < C5 < 0°, C5 depends on \\f\\^ and d, as definded in Lemma L

Proposition 2 (Inverse results). Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, and recalling that h = (Pj
Variable metric indices, constrained integer smoothness index
Direct results
As customary, we define the (inhomogeneous) Sobolev spaces with metric index 0 < j9 < oo and smoothness index in = 0,1,2,... via their (quasi)norms def||"ii def.
and def,
Here we shall compute direct estimates (for /-density) of \\f\\i and ||/||K7». via || v7||i and ||v7||n7»i. respectively.
Inverse results 
Constant metric index, fractional (possibly variable) smoothness index
To obtain direct and inverse results with preservation of the metric, we shall use pointwise multipliers in the respective funcion spaces. The concept of pointwise multipliers in Besov and Tribel-Lizorkin function spaces is introduced, e.g., in [7] . For our purposes here it is sufficient to note (see, e.g., [7, 
Inverse results
All the remaining results in this subsection (Theorem 7-11) are based on modifications of the ideas of proof of the respective direct results (see also [8, 9, 10] ). Note also that in this inverse case it is convenient to estimate explicit derivatives of ^/f that leads to some variability of the smoothness index in the lefthand and righthand side of the resulting inequalities. 
Interpolation estimates
In this subsection we shall invoke the real and complex interpolation methods for interpolation of operators to obtain further upgrades of the direct results in Theorem 1 and the inverse results in Theorem 2. 
Direct results
Our next aim is to generalize the direct results in
Inverse results
Similar to Theorems 1 and 12, the results of Theorem 2 can also be upgraded using the real and complex interpolation methods. Theorem 12, it Proof of Proposition 2.
Theorem 13. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, suppose that I <p <°° andp and t are such thatp < min{T,p} < °° and ]; = 7^ + ^-Then, for the same assumptions about m, q and s as in
For these bounds, we used consecutively that for 5 > 0, 
Interpolating between (6) and (7) yields (see [13, p.96 ]) a) with the real interpolation method K0g,O<9<l,O<q<°°:9 = s/m, 0 <s <m 
Plugging in hi (x) = h2{x) = \/f{x) in (8) and (9) yields the result of Theorem 12. D
Outline of proof of Theorem 13. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 12, with the following modifications: the bilinear operator T{h\,h2) = h\h2 is shown to act boundedly from Lp ® L^ to Lp and from W^ ® fff to ff ™; the index 2p in (6) and (7) These correspondences between the regularity of/ and v7 show that the constrained estimates in [1] attains comparable asymptotic rates as the unconstrained estimator in [4] , while obeying the constraints about positivity and equality of its integral to 1. This observation is in line also with the conclusions in [3] about other classes of constrained estimators.
It should be noted also that the results in Theorems 3-11 based on pointwise multipliers can also be upgraded to results with variable metric indices. The idea of these upgrades is similar to the proofs of Theorems 12 and 13, but their proofs are more technically involved, and the range of the metric parameters p and q is broader than in Theorems 12 and 13.
Another theoretical application of the direct and inverse bounds obtained in this paper is based on the fact that the positive cone in Triebel-Lizorkin spaces Fp^^ does not depend on the second metric index ^ [14] . This fact implies, for example in relevance to Theorem 12, that 
